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ISIZEYOU 

The ISizeYou module allows your customers (who are already registered with ISizeYou) the 
correct size of the clothe, in a totally automatic way. 

You must have an active ISizeYou Merchant account for use this module. 

Your customers will feel safer to buy and your store will reduce the number of return requests. 
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USE 

Your customer, who is also an ISizeYou user, when visiting a product page, will see the 
ISizeYou button to access. Once logged in, the form will automatically select the correct size 
according to the drop-down menu of the size. 

INSTALLATION 

In order to install the module you must to go in your PrestaShop Administration Panel, inside 
the module page and press the "Add new module" button. 

Select the module .zip file and load it using the form. 

When completed, the form "ISizeYou" will appear in the module list. Press the install button. 

The form configuration will now display in which you can enter the configuration informations 
and data provided for your Merchant account. 

If you do not have a Merchant account you can request one by sending an email to 
info@isizeyou.com or using the contact form at https://www.isizeyou.com/. 

NOTE: When creating Merchant accounts, you will be prompted for the domain on which the 
site is hosted. ISizeYou will only be enabled on the specified domain. 

mailto:info@isizeyou.com
https://www.isizeyou.com/
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CONFIGURATION 

Form configuration requires the following: 

- ISizeYou client ID 

- ISizeYou client secret 

- Shop ID 

- Size Attribute 

 
Client ID and Client Secret 

Client ID and Client Secret are provided by ISizeYou during the creation of your Merchant 
account. Client ID and Client Secret are strictly personal and have to be kept safe. 

Shop ID 

The Shop ID is your store's identifier in the PrestaShop Administration Panel. If the multi-shop 
feature is disabled in your ecommerce, this parameter is most likely 1.  

However we recommend you to ask your programmer or your Web Agency for the best 
suitable configuration. 

Size Attribute 

The Size attribute is the field that is shown to your customers on the product screen and 
identifies the size of the cloth.  

Possible values are, for example: S, M, L, XL  
This field is required to correctly select the size recommended by ISizeYou. 
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FAQ 

Error during size suggestion: the current product is not in the system. 

The cloth showed is not inside the ISizeYou database, so this module cannot suggest the size.  
For enable the size suggestion for the product is necessary to require the cloth profiling. You 
can request more information using this mail: info@isizeyou.com 

Error during size suggestion: the current product is not profiled. 

The cloth showed is present inside the ISizeYou database, but it is not profiled at the time, so 
the module cannot suggest the size for this product. When the cloth profiling will finish, the size 
suggestion will enable automatically. You can request more information using this mail: 
info@isizeyou.com 

Error during size suggestion: you have not completed the profiling procedure.  

In this case, your customer has already registered to ISizeYou and have an active account, but 
it have’t take its measures yes. ISizeYou still doesn’t know its body measures so its correct size 
cannot be suggested.  

The customer is invited to use the mobile app for completing the profiling procedure, in order 
to correctly use the service.
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